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Human-machine interaction (HMI) has made great progress in the intelligent medical system, realizing the
interaction between patients, medical staff and medical equipment. Here, we report a triboelectric nanogenerator
with the flexible-stretchable polyvinyl alcohol/phytic acid (PVA/PA) hydrogel for self-powered HMI sensing in
intelligent medical system. Benefiting from effective optimization design of materials, it possesses excellent
mechanical and electrical properties, such as over 20,000 cycles durability, transparency, flexibility, and power
density up to 1.33 W⋅m− 2. The device has a linearity of up to 0.949 in the tensile range of 200% and 0.992 in the
bending angle range from 30◦ to 90◦ , respectively. Through processing and encoding the electrical signals
collected by multiple channels in independent or synergistic mode, a self-powered medical nursing HMI system
attached to patient fingers was developed to provide real-time help and assistance for both patients and medical
staff, which the demand for distress calls can be successfully transmitted with just gently bending fingers in
diagnosis. This work exhibits the application value of the self-powered triboelectric sensor to the medical HMI
field, and can be extended to other aspects, showing a broad impact in brain computer interface.

1. Introduction
With the growth of the aging population in the world, medical
healthy monitoring has posed great challenges to the economic structure
of society and the scarcity of medical staff and resources [1–3]. Therein,
the human-machine interface plays the role of a bridge between medical
nursing and digital virtual worlds [4–9]. One of the foundations of the
human-machine interface is flexible, wearable, and self-powered sensors
with multiple functions [10], which identify the physiological responses
or movements of the human body and transform them into electronic
signals for transmission, such as strain [11], pressure [12], vibration
[13], and humidity [14]. These sensors can provide accurate

instantaneous information feedback, but they are difficult to simulta
neously be flexible, stretchable, and quick-response. Triboelectric
nanogenerator (TENG), as an emerging technology of self-powered
sensing which combines triboelectrification and electrostatic induc
tion, possesses great application potential in promising next-generation
flexible and stretchable electronic devices [15–20]. The TENG translates
physical signals into electrical signals and may be utilized as a
self-powered sensor without any external power supply, which is a
promising solution to meet the challenges of prolonging the continuous
running time of monitoring sensors [21–24]. The electrode materials for
flexible-stretchable TENGs face the limitation of simultaneously having
excellent tensile properties, sensitive response, biocompatibility, and
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conductive materials, hydrogels are emerging flexible electrode mate
rials attributed to their excellent stretchability, conductivity, simple
preparation process, and cost-effectiveness [31–33]. Meanwhile, Ionic
hydrogels are good ionic conductors that can absorb and store a certain
amount of water through chemical or physical cross-linking, and have
quick diffusion properties and good mechanical properties [34–36].
However, their practical applications are highly restricted due to their

transparency [25]. Therefore, it is critical to investigate and develop
high performance flexible-stretchable conductive electrode materials for
TENGs.
Traditional flexible conductive materials, such as carbon nanotubes,
graphene, carbon paste, and silver nanowires or polymers doped with
these conductive materials, are hardly allowed to be flexible and
transparent electrode materials [26–30]. Compared with traditional

Fig. 1. Application and architecture of the PH-TENG and microstructure of the PVA/PA hydrogel. (a) Overview of PH-TENG assembled on the finger for health
monitoring. (b) A schematic structure of the PH-TENG. (c) The schematic diagram of the PVA/PA hydrogel cross-linking process. (d) Schematic illustration of the assynthesized PVA/PA hydrogel showing the cross-linking networks. (e) UV− vis spectra of the PVA hydrogel and PVA/PA hydrogel. (f) Intuitive comparison pho
tographs of the electrical conductivity of PVA hydrogel and PVA/PA hydrogel. (g) SEM images of cross-section of PVA/PA hydrogel. (h-j) EDS mapping of PVA/
PA hydrogel.
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inability to combine the benefits of excellent conductivity [37,38], high
transparency [39], strong mechanical strength [40,41], and fast
response to external stimuli at the same time [42,43]. Phytic acid (PA) is
an organic strong acid that can ionize a large number of freely moving
hydrogen ions in water and contains a large number of hydroxyl that can
form a large number of hydrogen bonds with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA).
Therefore, an introduction of PA into PVA hydrogel may not only
enhance mechanical properties and the conductivity of hydrogels but
also provide the hydrogels with new performances to realize
flexible-stretchable PVA/PA hydrogel materials.
In this work, we report a simple and effective process for fabricating
a PVA/PA hydrogel-based triboelectric nanogenerator (PH-TENG) with
excellent transparency, flexibility, stretchability, and electrical proper
ties. With an effective contact area of 6 cm2, the PH-TENG is capable of
outputting a power density of 1.33 W⋅m− 2 under an external load
resistance of 500 MΩ. Owing to its excellent sensing linearity, the PHTENG can be integrated into any joint of the body as an active selfpowered flexible-stretchable triboelectric sensor. Through processing
and encoding the electrical signals collected by multiple channels in
independent or synergistic mode, a multichannel self-powered medical
nursing HMI system attached to patient fingers was developed to pro
vide real-time respondent and assistance for both patients and medical
staff, which the demand for distress calls can be successfully transmitted
with just gently bending fingers in diagnosis. Meanwhile, the PH-TENG
can also be used as an energy collector to effectively harvest mechanical
energy derived from ubiquitous mechanical motions. This work dem
onstrates great application foreground of the self-powered triboelectric
sensor to the medical HMI field.

icon that acts as a background, and the image on the icon can be seen
clearly (the inset of Fig. 1e). When the PVA hydrogel and PVA/PA
hydrogel are linked to LED light circuits, respectively, it is evident that
the LED in the PVA/PA hydrogel circuit is brighter (Fig. 1f), which due
to the large number of hydrogen ions ionized from PA in the PVA/PA
hydrogel. Fig. 1g shows that the PVA/PA hydrogel has a highly crosslinked dense microporous network structure at the cross-section,
whereas pure PVA hydrogel has larger pores across the cross-section
(Fig. S4, Supporting Information). The EDS mapping images of C, P,
and O elements can be seen in Fig. 1h-j, demonstrating that PVA and PA
are uniformly distributed in the PAV/PA hydrogel. Thus, the dense
microporous network structure provides a continuous conduction path
for ion transport [46].
The mechanical properties of conductive hydrogels are the most
essential consideration for their application as stretched material.
Therefore, the mechanical characteristics of PVA/PA hydrogels doped
with various mass fractions of PA are compared. With the increase of PA
mass fraction, the stress-strain of PVA/PA hydrogels improved obvi
ously, followed by a significant drop (Fig. 2a). Detailed naming of PVA/
PA-X hydrogels containing different mass fractions of PA can be found in
the experimental section. The PVA/PA30 hydrogel can achieve a tensile
strength of up to 550% at a peak strength of 1.7 MPa with an optimal PA
mass fraction of 30%. To further investigate the stability of PVA/PA30
hydrogel, the hydrogel was tested in loading-unloading studies under
various tensile circumstances at a stretching rate of 80 mm⋅min− 1.
Fig. 2b shows that the hysteresis is negligible before the 150% strain and
a small hysteresis loop occurs when the strain reaches 200% and then
the stretched hydrogel quickly recovers to its original state, which
demonstrates that the synthesized hydrogel has excellent self-recovery
performance following elongation. The stress-strain curves of the
PVA/PA hydrogel essentially correspond with the loading-unloading
cycles of 10 consecutive stretches of 150%, suggesting that the hydro
gel has no noticeable softening during continuous loading-unloading
and exhibits obvious fatigue resistance and stability (Fig. 2c). The
stress-strain curve for stretching the hydrogel to 150% basically overlaps
with the curve for unloading recovery (the inset of Fig. 2c), which means
that the stretched hydrogel can revert to its original condition. The PVA/
PA hydrogels with outstanding mechanical strength, toughness, and selfrepair capacity may be due to the dense microporous network structure
formed by hydrogen bonding between PVA and PA [47].
To further study the hydrogen bond between PVA and PA, the PVA/
PA hydrogel was characterized by the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
and the powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Fig. 2d, the FTIR
spectra of the pure PVA and PVA/PA hydrogel show typical stretching
vibration peaks at 3270 cm− 1 that are attributed to hydroxyl groups.
The characterized peaks of hydroxyl groups at 3270 cm− 1 become wider
as the mass fraction of PA increases, probably due to the large number of
hydroxyl groups involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds during
physical cross-linking. The XRD pattern of the PVA hydrogel presented
prominent peaks corresponding to the (101), (102) planes, and then the
characteristic peaks gradually faded with the increase of the mass
fraction of PA, indicating the influence on the crystallinity of PVA by
changing the PA content (Fig. 2e). The water content of hydrogel is one
of the key parameters to maintain good mechanical and electrical
characteristics. After being exposed to air for eight hours, the water
content of the hydrogel remained at 40% (Fig. S5, Supporting Infor
mation). As a strong organic acid, PA can fully ionize in water-rich
hydrogels to generate a huge number of free hydrogen ions that can
migrate directionally under a given voltage, giving PVA/PA hydrogels
significant electrical conductivity without the need for any conductive
materials. As a result, the conductivity of PVA-PA hydrogel may be
strongly influenced by the PA content, that is, the higher PA concen
tration corresponding to improved electrical conductivity. Fig. 2f in
dicates that the conductivity of the PVA/PA hydrogel improves
dramatically when compared to pure PVA hydrogel, reaching 7.2 S/m at
a mass fraction of PA of 30%, and then it increases slowly after a larger

2. Results and discussion
The PH-TENG as a self-powered sensor for medical nursing has great
potential application value, which possesses merits such as sensitive
response, excellent mechanical properties, cost-effective, and large-scale
production. Fig. 1a shows a conceptual schematic illustration of the PHTENG was integrated into the finger joint as a self-powered flexible
triboelectric sensor to deliver information, enabling real-time remote
intelligent medical nursing management. Fig. 1b shows that PH-TENG
with a sandwich structure is a typically single-electrode-mode. In
addition, the Ecoflex is not only a superior sealing material for pre
venting water loss of the hydrogel, but also a high-performance tribo
electric material, and was used to encapsulate the PVA/PA hydrogel as
an electrode. After the PVA/PA hydrogel was attached with an external
conductive copper wire, a single-electrode-mode PH-TENG was fabri
cated (Fig. S1, Supporting Information). The freeze-thaw cycle is a
common method for the preparation of PVA hydrogels, since the crys
tallization of PVA and phase separation leading to gelation occur during
this process [44,45]. Therefore, the PVA/PA hydrogel was prepared by
the one-step freeze-thaw method, as shown in Fig. 1c. The PVA polymer
chains are randomly arranged and distributed in the aqueous solution,
and the physical cross-linker PA was randomly distributed among the
PVA chains, forming mixed PVA/PA solution after stirring at 90 ℃ for 2
h. By a freeze-thaw cycle, the mixed solution is transformed into a
flexible-stretchable and transparent PVA/PA hydrogel (Fig. S2a-e, Sup
porting Information). In the same preparation method without PA, pure
PVA hydrogel was prepared and used as a comparison sample. The
detailed preparation processes of the hydrogels and PH-TENG can be
seen in the experimental section and Fig. S3 (Supporting Information).
Fig. 1d shows that phytic acid, which contains abundant hydroxyl
groups, can physically cross-linking with the hydroxyl groups on PVA to
produce a large number of hydrogen bonds, greatly improving the me
chanical strength of hydrogels. At the same time, a small number of
hydrogen bonds can also be formed between PVA.
Compared with the pure PVA hydrogel with a transmittance of 94%,
the PVA/PA hydrogel with a transmittance of 89% still has good optical
transparency (Fig. 1e). These two hydrogels were placed on the top of an
3
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Fig. 2. Mechanical properties and spectroscopic characterization of hydrogels. (a) Stress-strain curve of PVA/PA hydrogels containing different mass fractions of PA.
(b) Stress-strain curve of PVA/PA hydrogel under the consecutive loading-unloading tests under different strains. (c) Stress-strain curve of PVA/PA hydrogel for ten
unloading-loading tests at a 150% strain, where the inset shows the stress-strain curve under an unloading-loading test. (d) FTIR spectra and (e) XRD patterns of PVA/
PA hydrogels containing different mass fractions of PA. (f) Conductivity of PVA/PA hydrogels containing different mass fractions of PA.

mass fraction of PA. Meanwhile, we can utilize a 0.26 mm thick PVA/PA
hydrogel to raise up the 500 g weight (Fig. S6a, b, Supporting
Information).
Based on the excellent performance of the PVA/PA hydrogel, we
sealed the enhanced hydrogels with Ecoflex silicone rubber (Fig. S1,
Supporting Information). Due to the tight and optimized sealing process,
the PH-TENG was placed in the air at room temperature for 7 days and
its weight remaining was up to 99.7%, (Fig. S7, Supporting Informa
tion), demonstrating the silicone rubber effectively prevents the PVA/
PA hydrogel from losing water. The PH-TENG exhibits excellent flexi
bility that allows it to tolerate arbitrary deformations without any me
chanical damage, such as bending, contorting, and stretching more than
300% of its original length (Fig. S8a-d, Supporting Information). The
stress-strain curve of Teng shows that it can return to its original state
after 300% tension (Fig. S8e). Here, the PH-TENG utilizes PVA/PA
hydrogel as an electrode to enable ion transportation for electrostatic
screening of triboelectric charges in the Ecoflex, as shown in Fig. 3a. At
the initial state (Fig. 3a, i), surface charges are induced on the two
materials according to the triboelectric effect when a Latex film is
completely contacted with the Ecoflex of the PH-TENG under an
external mechanical force, with the same amount of positive and
negative triboelectric charges distributed at the Latex and silicone rub
ber surfaces, respectively. When the Latex is gradually moving away
from the Ecoflex of the PH-TENG, the static charges at the surface of the
rubber will cause the hydrogen ions within the PVA/PA hydrogel to
migrate to balance the static charges, generating a layer of excessive ions
at the interface of PVA/PA hydrogel (Fig. 3a, ii). Meanwhile, the elec
trical double layer developed at the interfaces of copper wire and PVA/
PA hydrogel will be polarized, resulting in the formation of the same
number of charges with opposing polarity at the hydrogel-copper wire
contact. To produce the double layer, electrons flow from the copper
wire to the ground through external circuits at the same time. Next, with

the Latex moving far enough, the circuit no longer generates charge
movement due to negative charges on the Ecoflex being completely
screened by the positive ions in the PVA/PA hydrogel (Fig. 3a, iii).
Finally, when the Latex is approaching back to the Ecoflex, the whole
process is reversed, and an electron flux in the opposite direction is
transferred from the ground to the hydrogel-copper wire interface
through the external load (Fig. 3a, iv). When the contact-separation
motion between the Latex and Ecoflex is repeated, the alternative cur
rent will be formed continuously. During an external force cycle
including contacting and separating, the current signal output by PHTENG under short-circuit conditions verifies the mechanism
mentioned above (Fig. 3b).
Based on the flexible and stretchable properties, we manufactured
PH-TENG based on PVA/PA30 hydrogel as an electrode to systematically
measure the electrical output performance. Since the output of the PHTENG is greatly affected by the dielectric material, the impact of several
common dielectric materials on the electrical output of the singleelectrode mode PH-TENG is initially investigated, and Latex is found
to be the best dielectric material for the output of PH-TENG (Fig. S9a-c,
Supporting Information). As a result, Latex was utilized as a dielectric
substance in later experiments. When a doping concentration of PA is
30%, the PH-TENG produced the output performance with the opencircuit voltage (VOC) of 197 V, the short-circuit current (ISC) of 1.8 μA,
and the charge transfer amount (QSC) of 67 nC, which was promoted four
times compared with the undoped PA (Fig. S9d-f, Supporting Informa
tion). The electrical output performance of the PH-TENG under various
frequencies was measured. With the increase of frequency, the opencircuit voltage and the charge transfer amount remain relatively
consistent at 201 V and 67 nC, respectively, and the short-circuit current
increases linearly to 3.4 μA at 4 Hz (Fig. 3c-e). In addition, as a selfpowered flexible-stretchable sensor, it is crucial for the PH-TENG to
produce a stable signal output under different stretching. Fig. 3f-h
4
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Fig. 3. The working principles and output performance of the PH-TENG. (a) A schematic working principle of the single-electrode mode PH-TENG. (b) The output
signal of the PH-TENG under short-circuit conditions and once external force circulation. (c) Open-circuit voltage, (d) short-circuit current, and (e) transferred charge
amount of the PH-TENG under different working frequencies. (f) Open-circuit voltage, (g) short-circuit current, and (h) transferred charge amount of the PH-TENG at
different stretches. (i) Durability of the PH-TENG device when testing for various cycles. (j) The charging voltage curves of different capacitors by the PH-TENG. (k)
Variation of the output current density and power density with the external loading resistance.

illustrates the output characteristics of the PH-TENG under different
stretched. Under the tensile strain state of 250%, the electrical output
can still be maintained at a high level, the open-circuit voltage, the
short-circuit current, and the charge transfer amount reaches 130 V, 1.8
μA, and 43 nC, respectively. Notably, the electrical output decreases
with the increase in the stretching length, which might be attributed to
the smaller contact area between Latex and Ecoflex during the stretching
process. The output stability of the PH-TENG was tested at a frequency
of 1 Hz on a linear motor under 20,000 contact-separation continuous
cycles, and the voltage remains constant, demonstrating that the PHTENG has outstanding durability and potential application value
(Fig. 3i). It was also found that the output of the PH-TENG decreased

only slightly after seven days of testing (Fig. S7, Supporting Informa
tion). The charging capability of the PH-TENG was investigated by
charging different capacitors, exhibiting fast charging capability
(Fig. 3j). From the load output characteristics in Fig. 3k, the output
– ISC2R/S,
power density can be calculated as following equation: P–
where R and S are resistance and the upper surface area of PH-TENG,
respectively, which shows a maximum output power density of
1.33 W⋅m− 2 with the load resistance of 500 MΩ.
The PH-TENG can generate large electrical signals by a lateral stretch
due to the porous structure of the PVA/PA hydrogel as transport chan
nels for a large number of hydrogen ions increasing the electrification
performance. Two clamps were used to fixed the two ends of the PH5
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TENG and then installed on a linear motor and a 3D displacement
platform for tensile testing (Fig. S10a, Supporting Information). Fig. 4a
shows that the open-circuit voltage is increased linearly with the in
crease of stretching length of the PH-TENG. When the PH-TENG was
stretched to 200% of the initial length, it generated 5.3 V, 2.5 nA, and
0.56 nC in open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and transferred
charge, respectively. (Fig. S10b-d, Supporting Information). During the
stretching process, the longer the stretching is, the smaller the corre
sponding transport channels are compressed, and the more positively
charged water in the transport channel would be squeezed out of the
transport channels, which will create a large potential difference and
attract more external charges to balance the potential difference. The
electrical output of the PH-TENG increases with the increase of the
stretch length, which may attribute to water containing hydrogen ions in
the transport channel would be squeezed out to the surface of the Eco
flex. Another possible reason is that the distance of the gap between the

hydrogel and Ecoflex decreases as the PH-TENG was stretched.
Based on the proportional relationship between the open-circuit
voltage and the corresponding stretch length of the PH-TENG, the PHTENG can be utilized as a body motion monitoring sensor benefited
from the real-time and fast response. We used tape to fix the two ends of
the PH-TENG to the experimenter’s finger, wrist, elbow, and knee.
Fig. 4b shows that PH-TENG can convert bending angles of 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ ,
75◦ , and 90◦ into voltage signals, which increase linearly with the in
crease of finger bending angle. The voltage signal of the PH-TENG at
each angle of the cycle bending is extremely stable, and the signal cor
responding to different angles is clearly distinguished. Then, we have
performed the two processes of the PH-TENG following the finger from
straight to full bend and from straight to half bend, and the voltage
signal corresponding to the two processes presented a double relation
ship, as shown in Fig. 4c. The PH-TENG is also fixed on the elbow to
perform the same bending angle as the one fixed on the finger, resulting

Fig. 4. Output voltages generated by different stretched states and self-powered sensors for monitoring joint bending degree. (a) The output voltage of PH-TENG
under different strains. (b) Voltage signals in response to the finger bends in 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , 75◦ , and 90◦ . (c) Voltage signals in response to finger bends. (d)
Real-time voltage outputs demonstrate the different motion states of walking and running. (e) Detection of the wrist flexion by fixing a PH-TENG to the wrist. (f) The
summarized relationship and linear fitting between output voltages and stretch length of PH-TENG. (g) The relationship between output voltages and bending angle
of finger and elbows.
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in a similar trend in which the voltage signal increases as the elbow
bending angle increases (Fig. S11, Supporting Information). To further
verify the reliability of PH-TENG for monitoring strenuous body move
ment, the PH-TENG is fixed on the experimenter’s knee to monitor the
voltage signal of walking and running, as shown in Fig. 4d. The peak
voltage signal of the PH-TENG is somewhat higher in the running than in
the walking state, and the waveform of motion monitoring in these two
states is substantially different. When compared to walking, the voltage
signal waveform of the running condition has a continuous small peak,
which might be ascribed to the PH-TENG not to be consistent with knees
bend and makes secondary contacts with the skin during a single
bending cycle.
Fig. 4e shows that the output of the PH-TENG, which is fixed to the
wrist and bent at 45◦ and 75◦ , increases as the wrist bending angle in
creases, but the waveform of the PH-TENG is completely different from
that of the one fixed on the finger and elbow. What is more interesting,
even though the actual stretched length by body bending was not
enough 100%, the voltages generated by body bending were up to
several tens of volts higher than those generated by stretching the PHTENG to 200% of its original length, which is due to the two ends of
the PH-TENG being firmly adhered by tape, but gaps between the central
section and the skin. In the process of joint bending, the skin rubs against
PH-TENG, and also the PH-TENG is stretched to a certain length. As the
stretch rate of the PH-TENG increases, the output voltage shows a clear
increasing trend. Fig. 4f shows good linearity (R2 = 0.949) between the
output voltage signal and the stretch rate of the PH-TENG. When the
generator is fixed at the finger and elbow joints, the relationship be
tween output voltage signals generated by bending the finger and elbow
and the angle of bending are almost linear (R2 = 0.989, 0.992) (Fig. 4g).
The excellent linear relationship and stability indicate that the PH-TENG
could be used as a sensitive and self-powered sensor for the applications
of the self-powered daily and clinical body motion monitoring and
messaging.
Nowadays, the medical monitoring system is facing the pressure of a
serious shortage of medical staff and medical resources, so it is imper
ative to use intelligent management to improve work efficiency. Fig. 5a
depicts prospective applications of the triboelectric sensor were inte
grated the fingers of the patient as a micro-sensor, which bends with the
bending of the fingers to generate a signal transmitted to the guardians
for help, realizing real-time monitoring and intelligent management in
the medical monitoring system. The electrical signals generated by the
synchronous movement of the triboelectric sensor and the hand joints
are collected by a multi-channel data acquisition card, processed and
displayed by the software based on LabVIEW. Here, for multi-channel
output voltage measurements, synchronous data capture cards with in
tegrated signal conditioning features are employed. The equivalent
circuit of the measurement system is shown in Fig. S12 (Supporting
Information). As shown in Fig. 5b, when five triboelectric sensors are
fixed to the fingers and stretched with the bending of the fingers, a
distinctive electrical signal will be produced. Then, the real-time voltage
signals can be detected simultaneously by the front-end circuit and
transmitted to the chip through the operational amplifier. Finally, the
signals are wirelessly transmitted to the mobile phone or computer, and
the real-time signals are analyzed based on LabVIEW and displayed on
the interface of mobile phone or computer.
In the process of signal processing, 3 V is defined as the threshold
voltage. When the output signal generated by the triboelectric sensor
bending is greater than the threshold voltage of 3 V, it is recorded as “1”,
indicating that a voltage signal is collected. When the peak voltage is less
than the threshold voltage, which is recorded as “0”. Here, a 5-channel
data acquisition card is used to collect the signal. The voltage signal can
be collected by single channel or multi-channel combination, which can
be converted into different letters, so any information can be conveyed
using a mix of gestures. Fig. 5c depicts various letters corresponding to
specific codes. Triboelectric sensors are fastened to the fingers of the
experimenter and connected to a multi-channel data acquisition card to

convey the needs of the experimenter. The electrical signals generated
by triboelectric sensors are encoded by gray code and then processed
into corresponding letters by a LabVIEW software (Fig. S13, Supporting
Information). The real-time voltage signals of all the channels and the
real-time needs of “hungry”, “help”, and “thirsty” for help seekers are
controlled by different gesture combinations (Fig. 5d, and Fig. S14,
Supporting Information).
Fig. 5e shows that triboelectric sensors are integrated into the fingers
and connected with the multi-channel electrometer acquisition board.
The interface of the self-powered medical nursing system displaying the
real-time patient’s help information and each signal corresponds to a
specific letter. The enlarged real-time voltage signal waveform of the
word (“hungry”) is shown in Fig. 5f, containing a specific letter corre
sponding to each voltage signal, which illustrates the excellent perfor
mance of this system in processing the signal generated by the
triboelectric sensor and coding of voltage peaks. To further verify the
stability of the system, the messages of “help” and “thirsty” are conveyed
by controlling gestures (Fig. 5g, h, and Fig. S15, Supporting Informa
tion). Detailed demonstration videos of the experimenter delivering
“hungry”, “help”, and “thirsty” can be obtained from Video S1–3 (Sup
porting Information). It is worth noting that the letters generated by one
channel control have only one voltage signal, and those with two
channels control generate two voltage signals at the same moment
(Fig. S16, Supporting Information). As a self-powered flexible tribo
electric sensor, the PH-TENG with fast response, stable output, and
safety shows great application prospects in medical nursing and post
operative rehabilitation. Meanwhile, 60 EDs were easily illumined by
directly tapping the PH-TENG with Latex (Video S4, Supporting Infor
mation), revealing great application potentials of the PH-TENG in lowfrequency mechanical energy harvesting.
3. Conclusion
In summary, we developed a transparent flexible-stretchable PHTENG, which can be attached with any joints of the body as an active
triboelectric sensor for self-powered sensing in HMI. Benefiting from
simple and effective design strategy, the PH-TENG possesses excellent
mechanical and electrical properties, such as over 20,000 cycles dura
bility, good flexibility-stretchability, and power density of 1.33 W⋅m− 2.
The PH-TENG has a linearity of up to 0.949 in the tensile range of 200%
and 0.992 in the bending angle range from 30◦ to 90◦ , respectively. To
make the effectivity and promotion for clinician-patient communica
tion, a multichannel self-powered medical nursing HMI system attached
to patient fingers is developed to provide real-time respondent and
assistance for both patients and medical staff. Through processing and
encoding the electrical signals collected by multiple channels in inde
pendent or synergistic mode, the demand for distress calls can be suc
cessfully transmitted with just gently bending fingers in diagnosis, such
as the nursing information of “hungry”, “help”, and “thirsty”. This work
is promising for being developed into an alternative strategy in medical
nursing HMI field, and can be extended to other aspects, showing a
broad impact in intelligent flexible electronics and brain computer
interface.
4. Experimental section
4.1. Materials
Poly (vinyl alcohol) 1799 ([—CH2CHOH—] n, alcoholysis degree
98–99% (mol/mol− 1), molecule weight: 44.05) was purchased by
Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. Phytic acid
(C6H18O24P6, molecule weight: 660.04, ≥ 70 wt% in water) were pur
chased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. Ecoflex 00–30 sili
cone rubber (Mix ratio 1A:1B by volume or weight, Total Net Wt.:
0.90 kg) was purchased from Smooth-On company, USA. The deionized
water was purified by Shanghai Hetai Edi-S10 ultrapure water machine
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Fig. 5. Application of the PH-TENG in the medical nursing field for direct transmission of information. (a) Schematic illustration of a self-powered medical nursing
system for remote monitoring and delivering the patient’s help message. (b) Scheme diagram of the triboelectric sensor involved in the self-powered medical nursing
system. (c) The signals collected by multiple channels are encoded by gray code and defined into corresponding letters (d) The combination of different gestures
expresses the word hungry. (e) The scene graph of PH-TENGs being integrated into the fingers to transmit information and the interface of system real-time displays
the patient’s requirements. (f) Real-time voltage waveform from multi-channel data acquisition card. (g) The word “help” is displayed on the interface of the system
and (h) an enlarged view of the corresponding voltage waveform.
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in the laboratory.
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4.2. Synthesis of PVA/PA hydrogel

Declaration of Competing Interest

PVA/PA hydrogel was synthesized by a physical-crosslinking
method. PVA/PA hydrogels containing PA with different mass frac
tions were labeled as PVA/PA-X. First, PVA (1.36 g, 12 wt%) was dis
solved to different masses of deionized water (10, 8.864, 7.728, 6.592,
5.456, and 4.320 g). Then, varied PA weights (0, 1.136, 2.272, 3.408,
4.544, and 5.680 g) were added to the above-mentioned corresponding
blended solution, making the total mass of each mixture 11.36 g. At the
same time, PVA/PA-X homogeneous solutions with different mass frac
tions of PA were obtained by magnetic stirring at 90 ℃ for 2 h until all
dissolved PVA powders have completely cross-linked with phytic acid.
After the prepared PVA/PA-X homogeneous solutions were cooled to
room temperature, the six mixtures were poured into different molds
and followed by a freeze-thaw cycle treatment of freezing at − 20 ℃ for
12 h and thawing at room temperature for 3 h, and hydrogels of PVA/
PA-0 (PA content: 0 wt%), PVA/PA-10 (PA content: 10 wt%), PVA/PA-20,
PVA/PA-30, PVA/PA-40, and PVA/PA-50 were finally achieved.
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4.3. Fabrication of the PH-TENG
The PH-TENG was a sandwiched structure with Ecoflex as top and
bottom layers and the PVA/PA hydrogel encapsulated inside the Ecoflex,
whose detailed structure and size were depicted in Fig. S1 in the Sup
porting Information. Ecoflex 00–30 silicone rubber (mix ratio 1 A:1B by
weight) was transferred to a prefabricated 2 × 4.5 cm2 rectangular
model, pumped with vacuum to remove air bubbles, and then kept it at
room temperature for 2 h to obtain the bottom layer. Next, the prepared
fix-sized PVA/PA-X hydrogel was placed on the center of the bottom
layer and attached a conductive copper foil as an external electrode.
Then, the Ecoflex with the same quality as the bottom one was poured
into the model and then performed the same vacuum, solidify processes
as the bottom layer to fabricate the PH-TENG. The PVA/PA-X hydrogel
was completely sealed by Ecoflex 00–30 silicone rubber, which could
effectively prevent the hydrogel from losing water, while ensuring the
same displacement of the hydrogel and the silicone rubber when PHTENG is stretched.
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